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Abstract : this article by Amir Temur to the 684th anniversary of his birth 

dedicated Amir Temur   and the Timurids of the dynasty not only Turan peoples , 

perhaps whole in the world held place , to the development of science added 

contribution about word goes   
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April 9-great state character , skilled sarkarda , knowledge and enlightenment 

sponsor The owner is Amir Temur birth found day   Central Asia peoples history 

Amir Temur in learning and the Timurids period detailed without learning standing 

up this of the region to history price to give possible not   After all, Central Asia 

peoples in history Temur and the Timurids period of the country political-social , 

economic and cultural development in the process huge positive turns period was   

To history look throws we are , Movarounnahr in the area how much - how 

much for centuries Tatiguk events being past   But strong system on time own to our 

history has been attention slow late is a period . That's it to emphasize Of course , 

Uzbekistan to independence after reaching own our history again learning momentum 

with starting from sent   Amir Temur how person that not only our scientists , perhaps 

whole the world scientists prove they gave 

Therefore , almost 500 years rule did the Timurids dynasty in particular and the 

world in literature scientific works , novels and scene works created came and is 

being created . Also the world scientists by the Timurids of the dynasty family tree 

English , French and german in their languages written and publication done   Amir 

Temur about manuscript sources deeper analysis if done , his military the essence of 

their march from what consists of the fact that one until it becomes clear . Already , 

Amir Temur In Movarounnahr big centralized the state set up after that, now whole 

energy turkish nations to unification , that is , during the Turkish khanate (552-745) . 

Turk of the people position again restored , Great Turon   state set up to do directed 

was   
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Amir Temur special has been series qualities inside science to the people respect 

and care separately separate stands   Turan of the people the most bright from periods 

one , undoubtedly , Amir Temur name with depends . First President IAKarimov's the 

following in his words of our people great country   character Amir Temur in 

memory of has been relationship embodied : "Amir Temur identity  perception reach 

history perception reach means   Amir Temurni understanding ourselves 

understanding means   Amir Temurni praise  history deep deep root shot great to our 

veins and culture to our future our trust strengthening that means " 
70

. 

A lot a thousand yearly our history very a lot dynasties from the head he forgave 

But from himself big memorial left and a lot years judgment drove dynasty these are 

the Timurids dynasty it happened This is a dynasty representatives Movarounnahr , 

Iran , Azerbaijan , Iraq , Afghanistan and Ruled India for 288 years (1370-1506; 

1526-1858 ) they did that country peoples in history significant trace they left 

XIV century in the middle Genghis Khan take over received lands his heirs 

throne , power for mutually disputes getting stronger gone was   By 1348 come 

Eastern Turkestan in their lands Mongolia feudal state organize found his   house 

reached Chigatay from his generation Childbirth Temur rose . Childbirth Temur 

initial since ages own their lands expand in order to Movarounnahr to their lands one 

how many military actions organized . Here it is so internal mutually wars the climax 

social , economic , political     crisis getting stronger went period history to the field 

Mongolian to the invaders against in the struggle name released great Owner , skillful 

commander Amir Temur come in came   

Amir Muhammad Taragai first of all perfect Muslim and is a price warrior was   

He is himself of the time dignified , considerate , intelligent to himself full from 

individuals that it was for Temur in his youth in the family good education and 

education saw   Amir Temur since he was 12 years old starting from to the children 

special has been have fun from the games give up to pass away about games with 

engaged . Timur is 16-18 years old fencing , javelin and hunting to do art skillfully 

occupies and at the age of 20 while abjir rider being are enough Now he is himself 

equals to groups is a battle exercises to hold starts  
71

 

Amir Temur to the throne after sitting , first action the country Mongolian from the 

invaders free independent     centralized the state set up to do turned   The country in 

management new and perfect order the rules current did   Amir Temur Medium in Asia 

                                                           
1 1 I.   A. Ka Rimov , Amir Temur about word   Tashkent , " Uzbekistan ", 1996, p . 34 . 

2
 Fayziyev T.   The Timurids family tree To shkent , 1995. 14-15b. 
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centralized state organize in doing , enlightenment their work in development big role 

played 
72

  

Temur own at the disposal of centralized the state surface to bring in order to 

Cache from the city To Samarkand moved pass it   of Movarounnahr to the capital 

turns   Owner clear , comments  with  the people  from oppression  free  to do  and  

stem  yearly leadership dominant has been on the ground centralized state make up 

difficulty sensed because of initially the country external from danger storage in 

order to basis barlos seeds organize reached invincible and fighter national troop 

cleans them   big benefits gives   

Temur state in management , internal and external in politics basically own to the troops 

leaning because of military to reform , that is troop their bosses selection , army parts , their 

placement of soldiers arming and military discipline issues wide attention gave   His for 

each one soldier battle to do styles good to know obligatory calculated . Amir Temur to the 

armies together attention giving , they the charter strictly perform in battle you are not evil and 

brave Heart to be , to the enemy soft negotiable and fair to be considered necessary .   Amir 

Temur always in battle courage showed emirs and to the soldiers separately attention with 

looked   Temur Movarounnahr the throne occupied from time since , own state borders 

possible until to expand enters   That's it it is the Amudarya and Syr Darya between 

lands own at the disposal of takes   to Khorezm five times walking in 1388   him 

Entirely subdues , this on the ground rule doing Sufis dynasty finishes   Temur his 

own three yearly (1386-1388), five annual (1392-1398), seven annual (1399-1405) 

campaigns during in Azerbaijan jaloyirlar , in Sabzavor generals state , in Herat 

Kurds state finished , Iran and Khurasan own at the disposal of takes   of Timur Gold 

Horde take over own the Volga River of the army on the sides easily wide for walks 

the way opened . Highlight OK , Temur's this victories history on stage huge 

importance occupation did   

Amir Temur in 1398 to India did in his walk Delhi city in 1400 to Syria did in his walk 

victory and Beirut cities in 1401 Damascus the city occupies   In 1402 the ottomans of the 

empire sultan Lightning To Bayazid against in his walk him defeat met   This is a victory 

with Temur of Europe the ottomans to the complication fall one how many ten years back 

pushing sent   

Amir Temur in 1404 Small from Asia To Samarkand will come and to China walking for 

military hesitation sees   Undoubtedly , Temur this walking for stem years get ready 

and fight for necessary has been information years during collected was   In 1404 Temur 

is worth 200,000 troop with China on a trip rode   But tough sick because of his troops of 1405 

january in the month to China near has been border city Sit down in the city they stop 

and that's it there on February 18 , 1405 great The owner is Amir Temur death is enough 

                                                           
3 

Mominov I. Amir Temurin Medium Asia In history place and role about   T. , 1960, 14 p . 
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Amir Temur kingdom historical necessity was   Social life , peoples life style so 

great one of the person to the world to come wait Turan , therefore , Mavorunnahr , 

Iran , Azerbaijan , Khorasan Mongols leg under groan , salvation wish was   So 

salvation angel Temur it happened It is history to the stage Out , Turon land from the 

Mongols cleaned . 

Amir Temur during Culture , art , and science are booming grew up and 

developed . Jahangir where don't go that's it from the ground the most hand flower 

masters , craftsmen and artists , poets scientists annoying without delivering take 

came , them brought up adult delivered . His during the Samarkand period of the face 

Saykaliga , Bukhara islam of religion to power became   Turan country own cultural 

development with of the world the eye dazzled . 
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